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Headquarters
Falckensteinstraße 49
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Branch Offices
Osterwaldstraße 10, Haus A
D-80805 München

Managing Directors
Jan Pechmann, Dirk Jehmlich, Alexander Kiock, Lars Lehne

Contact Berlin
Telephone: +49 30 - 69 53 74 0

Contact Munich
Telephone: +49 89 – 998 294 350

E-Mail
hello@different.de

Registration
Register Number: HRB 134561 B
Register Court: District Court Berlin-Charlottenburg

VAT number
DE 20 75 965 99
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Services Rendered
different GmbH provides strategy consultation services.

Pecuniary Damage Liability Insurance
ERGO Versicherung AG, Victoriaplatz 1, 40477 Düsseldorf

Territorial application
Insurance coverage is not valid for liability claims before foreign courts – this also applies in the case of a domestic judgment for enforcement (sec. 722 Civil Process Order – ZPO); for infringement or non-observance of foreign law; of services rendered outside the European Union.

Disclaimer Accountability for content
All of the internet data provided by different Ltd has been carefully examined. different Ltd endeavors to ensure that this data is always enhanced and up-to-date. The information placed at one’s disposal by different Ltd is done so without any warranty or guarantee. different Ltd is, under general law, responsible for the contents of the self provided internet data as per § 7, paragraph 1 of the TMG. However, according to §§ 8-10 of the TMG, different Ltd is not responsible for outside data transferred or saved, as long as there is no knowledge of unlawful acts or information, and in cases of claims for damage, there is no knowledge of facts or circumstances from which the unlawful acts or information is evident, or immediate action has been taken to remove or deny access to such information as soon as knowledge of such information has been gained. different Ltd’s responsibility to remove contents under general law remains in effect. Eventual accountability for rights violations is first possible upon definite knowledge of such violations. different Ltd will remove any such contents immediately upon knowledge of any rights violations.

Accountability for links
The internet content provided by different Ltd contain direct or indirect links to other websites, the contents of which different Ltd has no influence whatsoever. In this respect, different Ltd cannot accept any responsibility for the contents of these websites. The provider or operator of these linked sites is always responsible for the contents of these sites. different Ltd hereby expressly declares that, at the time which links were created, the linked websites were verified to have no statutory violations and that no unlawful contents were recognizable on them. To expect continual examination of the content of other websites linked to different Ltd is unreasonable and is not possible without tangible evidence. Upon receiving knowledge of unlawful contents on linked websites, different Ltd will remove these links immediately.

Rights of Use
The complete contents and works, and their assembly on different Ltd websites are governed by German copyright laws and other laws protecting against plagiarism, and may not be recreated, changed, edited, distributed, or utilized for commercial purposes. An exception applies to the offered expressly for further proliferation text and pictorial material in the “Press” area. We also point out that some contents and works on different Ltd websites falls under the copyright laws of those parties who provided this information. different Ltd observes the copy and usage rights of third parties. Third party content will be expressly marked as such.